NAFSA: WORKSHOP - FILING ACADEMIC H-1B PETITIONS

Join international education colleagues for this offering of Filing Academic H-1B Petitions. Learn key regulatory information from experts in the field who provide guidance and insights into the common pitfalls that come with these petitions. This workshop helps you prepare the petition and also learn model practices from other institutions on creating efficient and consistent hiring processes for your own campus. Learn more about workshops here.

Start Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022
End Date: Friday, September 30, 2022
Time: 2:00 PM - 5:00 PM Eastern Daylight Time

Workshop Objectives:

- Assemble an H-1B petition including establishing eligibility, determining prevailing wage, and filing essential documentation.
- Reference relevant sources of authority and regulatory guidance to ensure compliance when filing H-1B petitions.
- Advise your institutions and international employees on H-1B obligations and responsibilities.

Workshop Agenda: Foundations of H-1B, Petitioner, Position, Beneficiary & Filing and follow up.

For more information please visit the website: https://www.nafsa.org/professional-resources/learning-and-training/filing-academic-h-1b-petitions

For registration please visit: https://shop.nafsa.org/events/registration.aspx?event=2VCW_BFH1&ga=2.259903181.696637200.1660637972-800347088.1659339202


The THE World Academic Summit 2022, in partnership with New York University, will focus on the theme of trajectories. We will examine the role of higher education leaders and policymakers in identifying, adapting to and meeting rising expectations for progress in three different areas:

• Institutions • Students • Wider higher education sector

THE’s flagship annual summit will bring together some of the world’s most influential leaders and researchers to discuss where higher education is headed and how it will contribute to these multiple trajectories at the individual level of student success, at the institutional level of pedagogical and research excellence and relevance, and at the sector level of meeting the needs of society and being viewed as a crucial player in a post-pandemic world.

To get more information please visit the website: https://www.timeshighered-events.com/world-academic-summit-2022

To see the agenda please visit: https://www.timeshighered-events.com/world-academic-summit-2022/agenda